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HOPF CONSTRUCTIONS AND HIGHER PROJECTIVE PLANES
FOR ITERATED LOOP SPACES

NICHOLAS J. KUHN, MICHAEL SLACK, AND FRANK WILLIAMS

Abstract. We define a category, %fpn (for each n and p), of spaces with

strong homotopy commutativity properties. These spaces have just enough

structure to define the mod/? Dyer-Lashof operations for «-fold loop spaces.

The category &J/1 is very convenient for applications since its objects and mor-

phisms are defined in a homotopy invariant way. We then define a functor,

P" , from ^p" to the homotopy category of spaces and show Pjj to be left

adjoint to the rc-fold loop space functor. We then show how one can exploit

this adjointness in cohomological calculations to yield new results about iterated

loop spaces.

1. Introduction

The Hopf construction (see [BT, Sf]) has been a fundamental tool in unstable

homotopy theory; it has been used extensively in the study of (one-fold) loop

spaces and H-spaces. Examples of beautiful applications of the Hopf construc-

tion can be found in [Ad, Hu, Ka, Li, Th2], and, of course, in the construction

of the Hopf maps S3 -» S2, S1 -» S\ and Sx5 -* S*. The main objective of
this paper is to extend some of the techniques associated to the Hopf construc-

tion to the more general framework of «-fold loop spaces (1 < n < oo) and

Hp -spaces (which are the analogue of H-spaces). Thus we forge a link between

the Hopf construction point of view in H-space theory and the theory of iterated

loop spaces.
The main results of this paper can be summarized as follows. In §2 we define

a category, ^p" , for each 2 < p < oo and 0 < n < oo. The objects of ^"

are called H£-spaces; an Hj}-space is just an ordinary space, an H\ -space is an
H-space, and for larger n and p , an Hp -space is an H-space which possesses

some additional homotopy commutativity. More precisely, let CnX be the

usual configuration space approximation to WLnX with pth filtration Cn,pX,

and let Cn<pX be the cofiber (mapping cone) of the inclusion X <-► Cn,pX.

Then an Hp -space structure on X is a map 8%: Cn<pX —> X extending the

identity on X. For example, an n-fold loop space will be an Z/^-space for all

p . A morphism in our category is the homotopy class of a map which preserves

Hp -structures, together with the homotopy class of a homotopy which makes
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the requisite diagram commute. Thus one should view J^" as a "homotopy

category of Hg-spaces" (although it is not defined as the homotopy category of

an underlying category when n > I).

In §3 we define functors Q": J^° -♦ &pn and P»: ^pn -» J^° (for 1 < n <

oo). The functor Q" is the usual «-fold loop space functor, and Pp is an

appropriate higher "projective plane" construction. By definition, PjjX is the

cofiber of a natural map

(1.1) h:Z"Cn,pX ->_nX.

In the case that n = 1 and p = 2, the homotopy equivalences X * X ~

_(X AX) _ _Ciy2X (where X*X is the (reduced) join of X with itself) yield
a map

(1.2) h:X*X^_X

that agrees (up to homotopy) after one suspension with the usual Hopf map

[BT, Sf]. Thus there is a homotopy equivalence between _P2XX and _P2X,

where P2X is the projective plane of an H-space X which arises from the

Hopf construction.

In §4 we then prove what is probably the most important result of the paper.

Theorem 4.9.  PJ} is left adjoint to Cln .

En route to proving this theorem we establish an important compatibility

result between the various versions of h that result from different values of n .

Theorem 4.1.
(i) Suppose k > 1, and let (X, 8%) £ Ob^fpk . Then the constructions for

(X,8*) and (QnX, 0j££) e Ob^"+fc fit into the following naturally (strictly)

commutative diagram:

Zn+kCn+k pCl"X —^_"+kQ"X

(1-3) Z*(Q,,eoe„) Z*e

ikck,px—-*_kX.

(ii) If X £ Ob^°, then for (CiX, 8?x) £ Ob^1, the following composite is
naturally null-homotopic:

(i.4) icXpcix ^mx -^x.

Here e and e„ are appropriate evaluation maps. This compatibility result

is similar to the main result of [Kul].

In §5 we discuss how the results of §3 extend to the case n = oo. We have

adjoint functors Pp: ^°° - &3> and Q°°: %*S? -> ^p°°, where %f S? is

the homotopy category of spectra, and PVX will be the cofiber of a generalized

Kahn-Priddy map

(1.5) h-.I^C^^X ^I^X

of the sort studied in [Ku2].
In §6 we turn to the implications of the above on the calculation of the mod 2

cohomology of P"X. Our motivation comes from the Hopf construction. A
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fundamental result of Thomas [Thl, Sf] is that in the mod 2 cohomology of

the cofibration sequence

(1.6) I*lilI^P2liE(I*I),

one has x2 = J*(I*(x) <8> I*(x)) for all x £ H*(P2X; F2). A proof of a
generalized version of this result can found in Appendix B.

To generalize this, we first note that an //"-space structure on X is just

enough so that the mod 2 homology of X admits certain Dyer-Lashof opera-

tions [AK, Br, CLM, DL] which are detected by the map h . Then Theorems 4.1
and 4.9 are used to prove the following theorem, using the cofibration sequence

(1.7) ^nCn%2X -£♦ _nX -1* P?X -U _"+lCn,2X,

defined for an //"-space X.

Theorem 6.10. Suppose X £ Ob^" .//xe Hq+n(P!/X; F2), then

(1.8) Sqq+nx = j*(on+x(Qn-ix)),

where i*x = anx defines x £ Hq(X; F2). In particular, if Sqq+nx = 0, then

therejs an element y £ H2q+"~X(X; F2) satisfying (x, v) = (y, Q„-iv) for all

v£Hq(X;F2).

Here Qn-i* is a certain well-defined element of H"~x+2q(C„^2X; F2), and

Qn-\ is the usual homology Dyer-Lashof operation. There is also an appropriate

n = oo version of this theorem (Corollary 6.11), as well as an odd primary

version we leave for future writeup.

Roughly put, this theorem says that if many Dyer-Lashof operations are zero

in Hr(X; F2), then many Steenrod operations will be nonzero in H*(P^X; F2).

When n = oo and X is an infinite loop space, one obtains information about

the cohomology of the infinite delooping of X from H,(X;Y2), viewed as an

algebra over the Dyer-Lashof algebra. This often yields results more easily than
the Miller spectral sequence [Mi], in situations analogous to ones in which pro-

jective plane methods are preferable to the use of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral

sequence.

In this spirit, the second author has used the results of this paper to prove

the following theorem, which appears separately in [S12].

Theorem [S12]. If X is a connected H™-space (of finite type), and all of the

Dyer-Lashof operations are trivial on the modp homology of X, then X is

modp homotopy equivalent to a product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces.

Section 7 contains some examples and applications of our constructions. In

particular, we give a simple proof that the 3-connected cover of Si is not an

H\-space, illustrating how one can use Theorem 6.10.

In Appendix A we discuss the relationship between our construction and

the usual Hopf construction when we restrict to the case n = 1 and p = 2.

In Appendix B, we give a proof of Thomas' theorem which is valid for any

cohomology theory.
The authors would like to thank Yutaka Hemmi, who explained his work in

[He] to us. In particular, he has constructed a space which is closely related to
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our P\X by using the Hopf construction. This was the original impetus for

the ideas that led to this paper. We would also like to thank Brayton Gray,

Tom Hunter, Jim Lin, Haynes Miller, Nori Minami, David Pengelley, and Bill

Richter for contributing in one way or another to our understanding of this

work.

We briefly review some of the conventions and notation used in this paper.

All spaces are assumed to be based compactly generated weak Hausdorff spaces

of finite type, and all maps are based maps. Basepoints (denoted by *) will be

nondegenerate, in the sense that (X, *) is an NDR-pair [St] for a based space
X. Spectra will be denoted in boldface type.

2. The category ^"

The purpose of this section is to define the categories, %fpn , of Hp -spaces

and //p-maps which are used in this paper. Roughly speaking, the objects

(Definition 2.1) of %?pn are homotopy classes of spaces endowed with certain

structure maps, and the morphisms (Definition 2.3) are homotopy classes of

pairs (f, F), where / is a map between objects and F is a homotopy making

the requisite diagram commute up to homotopy (Definition 2.2).

First we recall the May-Milgram [Ma, Mgl] combinatorial model for Qn_nX.

Let Cn(q) denote Boardman and Vogt's [BV, Ma] space of ordered ^-tuples of

little cubes disjointly imbedded in /" . The symmetric group L9 acts freely on

Cn(q) by permuting cubes. For a given space X, C„X is defined by

(2.1) CnX=    []C,(?)x^« W~

where the equivalence relation is generated by [(cx, ... , cq), (xx, ... , xq-X, *)]

~ [(cx,...., cq-i), (Xi, ... , xq-X)], and Ig acts on Xq by permuting coordi-
nates. There is a map

(2.2) an: CnX-^ Q.n_nX

which is a weak homotopy equivalence when X is path connected and preserves

all additive structure.

The space C„X has a filtration in the q variable; for 1 < p < oo define

C„,PX by

(2.3) C„>PX= I   U   C„(q) xz, xA  / ~ .
\l<4</> /   '

Since C„p is only defined for n > 1, we will adopt the convention that

Co,pX = X for all p . This allows us to define the category ^° , and it will

correspond to the usual homotopy category of spaces (with no additional struc-

ture). There is a canonical "inclusion" of X into C„,PX given by x i-> [1, x],

where by 1 here we mean the identity map /" —» /" . Via a„, this inclusion is

compatible with the usual map X —► CinY."X .
We are now in a position to define the objects of %fpn .

Definition 2.1. An Hg -space is a pair (X, 8„), where X is a space and 8„ is

a (structure) map

(2.4) 8x:Cn,pX^X
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which satisfies the property that the composition

(2.5) X^Cn>pX -ll

is equal to the identity map.

We warn the reader that the definition of an Hj} -space varies somewhat

throughout the literature. For example, our H^-soace is equivalent to the Z/„_i-

space of Araki and Kudo [AK] (which also appears in [SH]); our Hj}-space is

called a "special 7/J"_1)-space" by Dyer and Lashof [DL]. An H-space in our

definition corresponds to an H\ -space.

In order to define the morphisms in ^", we first define the notion of an

//^-function.

Definition 2.2. Let (X, 8X), (y, 6%) £ Ob Jfj," . An HJ}-function from X to
Y is a pair of maps (f, F)

(2.6) f:X^Y,    F:Cn,pXAl+->Y

satisfying the properties

(2j\ F0 = fo8x,    Fx = 8YnoCn,pf,

Ft([l, x]) = fax)   Vxel.

Thus an Hp -function is a map / between Hp -spaces together with a choice of

homotopy F making the following diagram homotopy commute:

gX

*-n,PX-*-X

(2-8) Cn,pf f

C     Y     " > v

such that F restricted to X A1+ is the constant homotopy at /.

There is a composition law for //^-functions defined as follows. Given

(f,F) from lto f and (g, G) from Y to Z, define (h,H) from X
to Z by the formulas

oo^ i, e       u      f S°F2t ift £ [0,1];
(2.9) h = gof,     H = \ r      .......      ,

[ Glt-i oCntPf   if 16 [£, 1].

Note that this composition is not associative in general (although it is associative
"up to homotopy" in a sense that will soon be made precise).

We now define an equivalence relation on //^-functions. Suppose (/, F)

and (f',F') are //£-functions from lto f. Then (f, F) ~ (f',F') if
there is a pair (P, Q) of homotopies

(2.10) P:XAl+^Y,

V Q:Cn<pXAl+Al+^Y

satisfying the properties

Po = f,    P=f,

(2 \\\ Qs,o = Fs,     Qs,i=Fl,
Qo,t = Pt°0x,     Qx,, = 8YnoCn,pPt,

Qs,t([l,x]) = Pt(x).
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It is straightforward to verify that this is indeed an equivalence relation. Denote

the equivalence class of (/, F) by [f,F], We are now ready to define the

morphisms in J^" .

Definition 2.3. An //''-map (or 77^-morphism) is an equivalence class [/, F]

of Hp -functions. The composition law is given by [g, G] o [/, F] = [h, H],

where (h, H) is the composition (g, G) o (f, F) of //^-functions.

Of course one must check in Definition 2.3 that the composition is well

defined and associative and that (id^, constant homotopy) is the identity for

X £ Ob^fj" . Verification of these is routine; e.g. associativity follows from

the fact that stacking homotopies is associative up to homotopy, something

verified when one shows the fundamental group is associative. Note also that

the category %?p is just the usual homotopy category of spaces and that ^ is

a homotopy category of H-spaces.

Remark 2.4. A slightly more sophisticated way of viewing the category %?pn is

as follows. The set of Hp -functions from X to Y forms a subspace Hj}(X, Y)

of Map(X, Y) x Map(C„7pX A /+ , Y), and the set of 7/^-morphisms is just

no(H"(X, Y)). Composition of Hp -functions induces homotopy associative

continuous pairings

(2.12) HnP(Y,Z)xHj}(X,Y)^Hj}(X,Z)

which induce composition in %?pn on the path components.

3. The functors fi" and Pp"

The purpose of this section is to define functors fi": %fk —> %fpn+k (Defini-

tions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3) and P%: ̂  -» ^° (Definitions 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6) for
1 < n < oo. The functor fi" , which is the «-fold loop space functor, is of

course well known. However, in later sections we will need a good definition of

fi" in order to prove the adjointness of fi" and Pj}. The reader should note

for future reference that we are most interested in fi" above when k = 0; this

is the one that will be the right adjoint to Pj}. At the end of this section, We

give a characterization (Proposition 3.7 and Corollary 3.8) of our map h which

will be useful in comparing our constructions with the usual Hopf construction.

In [Ma] (Proposition 5.4), a natural transformation _"C„+kiP -> CktPl,n

is defined. Denote this natural transformation by e„ . Let e: Z"fi" -> 1 be

the natural transformation given by evaluation. Finally, let a„: C„iP —> fi"S"

be the natural transformation coming from (2.2). The map e„ fits into the

following naturally commutative diagram:

£"Q-r7c,p-"-^Ckp-n

(3.1) XX+* akV

_"Q"+i<_"+k lhLJ:*Qk_n+k.

Thus one should think of e„ as an "evaluation" map that sits over e . Denote

the adjoint of e„ by e„: Cn+k p —> fi"C^ p_" ; note that when k = 0, e„ = a„ .
In §4 we will need the following compatibility properties of e , e„ and en :

(3.2) eo_ni„ = e„,    _keoen+k = eko_kCktPeoe„.
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Definition 3.1. Let (X, 8X) eOb^*. The functor fi": ^k -> J$j,n+k is de-

fined on objects by the formula

(3.3) n"(X,8x) = (Q"X,d%x),

where 8^k  is the composite

(3.4) CH+ktPQnX -*U fi"Q,pI"fi"X   a"Ck-pt» fi"Q>pX -^L n*x.

Because the composite

(3.5) fi"X >-+ Cn+k,pLTX -t* fi"Q,pX"fi"X   ""c*-'e, fi"Ci;PX

is equal to fi" applied to X <-> CktPX, and fi" takes the identity map to the
identity map, this definition really does make fi"X into an H}}-space.

In order to define fi" on morphisms, we first define it on //^-functions.

Definition 3.2. Let (f, F) bean //^-function. The Hj}+k -function Q"(f,F)
is defined by the formula

(3.6) fi"(/,F) = (fi"/,fi"F),

where

(3.7) (fi"F)r = fi"F(ofi"Cfc,peoe„.

Now if (f, F) ~ (f, F') with homotopies (P, Q), then it is not difficult

to see that fi"(/, F) ~ fi"(/', F') with homotopies (fi"/3, fi"<2), where by
definition

(3.8) (fi"/>), = fi"/>,,     (fi"(2),,( = fi"G,,(°"nC,,peoen.

Thus we may define fi" on [/, F] £ Mor<%j,k as follows.

Definition 3.3. Let [f, F] £ MorJ^ . The functor fi": #* -> ^pn+k is de-

fined on morphisms by the formula

(3.9) Q"[f,F] = [Q"f,UnF],

where fi" is given in Definition 3.2.

The functor Pp" requires somewhat more care to define. Recall the "inclu-

sion" mapping X <-> Cn,pX from §2. Let

(3.10) Cn,pX = C„,pXUx(XAl);

i.e. Cn,pX is the (reduced) mapping cone of X <-* Cn,pX (we adopt the con-

vention that / = [0, 1] with basepoint 1). One should think of C„tPX as a

"reduced" version of C„tPX. Consider the structure map 8X: Cn,pX -» X.

This map will be used to define a "reduced" structure map

(3.11) h:_nC„,pX^_nX.

Note that l"C„tPX = l"C„iPX U^ (_nX A I).
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Definition 3.4. Suppose «>1 and let (X, 8X)eOb%jj>. The map h: VC„yPX

-»I"I associated to (X, 8X) is defined on VC„tPX as V8X - e„ , and on
IPX AI as the homotopy from id^x - id^^ to the constant map given by the

formula

„,,, ., ,     f (2u(l-s),v,x) ifMe[0,i];
(3.12) h(u,v,x,s) = i \

[(2(l-u)(l-s),v,x)   ifu£[\,l],

where the point (u,v,x,s) above is considered as an element of Sx ASn~x A

X A I = VX A I. Here " - " means use the first suspension coordinate to

subtract maps; i.e. if a, /?: IT -» Z, then a - fi-.'LY ^ Z is given by the

formula

,,,„ ,       a„       ,     \a(2u,y) ifu£[0,\};
(3.13) (a-fi)(u,y) = \ \

\ 0(2(1-u), y)   ifwe[i,l].

Since V8X and e„ restricted to VX both give the identity map, the defi-

nition of h agrees on the overlap of the two domains above.

In Corollary 3.8 below and in Appendix A we verify that when n = 1 and

p = 2 this corresponds, after one suspension, to the usual Hopf construction

for an H-space X. We also note here that when p = 2 and n > 1, this map is

defined and used along with Adams spectral sequence techniques in [Mg2].

We are now in position to define Pj} on objects.

Definition 3.5. Let (X, 8X) £ ObJPj,". The functor P}}: Jp -» ^° is defined

on objects for n = 0 as Pj}X = X, and for n > 1 as the (reduced) mapping

cone of h ; that is,

(3.14) Pj}X = _nXUh(lnCn,pXAl).

The definition of Pj} on morphisms also requires some preliminary discus-

sion. Suppose [/, F] £ Mor^tj," is a morphism from X to Y. Let (/, F)

be a representative //£-function. As in the construction of Pj} (for n > 1) on

objects, we need a "reduced" version of F . Let

(3.15) F:2ZnCn,pXAl+^_nY

be defined as follows. On _nCn,pX AI+ , let Ft be defined as the map 2ZnFt -

(_nfoen). And on _"X A / A /+ , let Ft be defined (for all t) as the homotopy
_nf o h from Vf - Vf to the constant map. The reader can verify that the

definition of F agrees on the overlaps of the domains above (using the fact that

Vf o en = e„oVC„>pf), and that F makes the following diagram commute

up to homotopy:

vcn,px—h-+vx

(3.16) rc,,,/ sv

VC^pY—^VY.

In particular, F0 = Vf oh and Fx = h o VC„tPf. We can now define Pj} on

morphisms.
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Defintion 3.6. Let [/, F] e MorJ^" . The functor Pj}:Jrp" -» ^° is defined on

morphisms as the homotopy class of the following map. For n = 0, Pp[f, F] =

f, and for n > 1, P/[/, F] is defined on VX as Vf, and on I"C„,PIA/
by the formula

[ F2t(a) iff€[0,1];
(3.17) P;[f, F](a, t) = \     'V V

\(VC„,pf(a),2t-l)   if t£[{,f]

for each point a £VCn,pX.

In the definition above, when t £ [0,\] the range of Pj}[f, F] is VY,

and when t £ [j, 1] the range is VC„tPY A I. The reader can verify that
these maps agree on the overlaps of their domains. Of course, Definition 3.6 as

stated above depends on the choice of the representative H}} -function for the

morphism [f,F]. However, an equivalence between H}} -functions (f, F)

and (/, F') gives rise to a homotopy Pjj[f, F] ~ Pj}[f, F'] in the obvious

way. Thus Definition 3.6 really does not depend on the choice of representative

Hp -function for [/, 77]. Also, if [g, G] is a morphism from Y to Z, it is

straightforward to verify that the homotopy class of Pjj[g, G] o Pj}[f, F] is the

same as that of Pj}([g, G] o [f, F]). Finally, it is easy to see that P}} applied

to the identity morphism is homotopic to the identity map. Thus we get a

well-defined functor Pp" .

Since P}} was defined on objects as the mapping cone of h , there is a cofi-

bration sequence (for n > 1)

(3.18) VCn,pX -^ VX -U PjjX M !n+1C„,pX,

where the maps h, i and j are natural transformations of functors from

%?pn to ^°. Henceforth this will be called the basic cofibration sequence.

This sequence will be exploited in §6 when we consider the computation of

H*(P$X;F2).
We end this section with a useful characterization of h, which will be used

in Appendix A in the discussion about how our construction compares with the

usual Hopf construction when n = 1 and p = 2 .

Proposition 3.7. Let (X, 8X) £ Ob^fpn with n > 1. Then up to homotopy, the

map h is the unique map making the diagram

jnXC__^YnCnpX_J_^Vi^npX

(3.19) Z»<tf-£„ h

*-^ VX —-—^ vx

homotopy commute.

Proof. The map n admits a homotopy section for any X .   Q.E.D.

If (X, 8X) £ Ob^1 , let  8: X x X -♦ X be the composite X x X -►
6X —

Ci,2X —l—* X, i.e. the H-space multiplication map. Note that 1ZCX>2X ~

_(X A X).
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Corollary 3.8. Up to homotopy, h is the unique map making the diagram

_(XxX)-^_(XAX)

(3.20) t.8-(k1+k2) h

Y.X-*_X

homotopy commute.

Proof. By inspecting the definition of ex: _CXr2X —> _X, one sees that the

map X x X ^> CX,2X can be chosen so that

_(XxX)-^IC1)2X

(3.21) K|+H2 £,
Ii

zx—-—*_x
commutes (where the n, are the obvious projection maps). Therefore we obtain

a homotopy commutative diagram

_(XxX)—*-zCi,2Ar—^i(iai)

(3.22) ue-tKx+Ki) zef-e, h

-X—-—*~_X—-—^_x

where the top horizontal composite is n .   Q.E.D.

There are actually two obvious choices (up to homotopy) for the map X x

X —> Cxt 2X; the second choice can be characterized by the truth of Corollary

3.8 with nx + n2 replaced by n2 + nx . Thus there are actually two (essentially

equivalent) versions of Corollary 3.8. This observation is useful in understand-
ing the comparison between h and the usual Hopf construction in Appendix

A.

4. The adjointness of fi" and Pj}

The purpose of this section is to show that the functor Pjj: %?pn —► %?p® is

left adjoint to fi": ^° -» J£" (Theorem 4.9), just as is V (resp. the nth

classifying space, B"), considered as a functor from the category ^° (resp.

the homotopy category of «-fold loop spaces) to ^° . Of course, here we are

thinking of fi" as taking its values in three different categories

(4.1) n-fold loop spaces c Jgj," C ^°.

Thus one should think of Pjj as lying "between" V and B" (keeping in mind

that 7i"fi" = 1). In fact, this will be made precise in the course of proving the

adjointness of fi" and Pj}. Also, in the course of the proof we will demonstrate

the compatibility properties of the maps h with our various evaluation maps

(Theorem 4.1).
In order to prove the adjointness of fi" and Pj}, natural transformations

(4.2) e: Fp"fi" -» 1,     rj: 1 - fi"Fp"

are constructed (Definitions 4.2 and 4.5, and Theorems 4.3 and 4.6) and shown

to have the usual universal properties (Theorems 4.7 and 4.8).
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Consider first e: Fp"fi" -» 1. One property that e must have in order to

make sense is that it must be an extension of the usual evaluation e: X"fi" —> 1;

i.e. the following diagram of natural transformations should commute:

jnQnJS^pnQn

(4.3)

: —-—»-l.

In fact, we will define a slightly more general e: Pj}+kQ.n —> Pk which makes

the following diagram commute:

jn+kQn    '""> P"+kQ"

(4.4) e j*t

v-l-^PPk-

For this the following theorem is needed.

Theorem 4.1. (i) Suppose k > 1, and let (X, 8X) £ Ob^fc . Then the construc-

tions for (X, 8X) and (QnX, 8^x) £ ObJ£"+/c fit into the following naturally

(strictly) commutative diagram:

v+kcn+k,pQ.nx—h-+v+kanx

(4.5) xk(ckiPtoi„) z*e

J
vcktPx-—*vx.

(ii) If X £ Ob^tf, then for (Q.X, 8fx) £ Ob^1, the following composite is
naturally null-homotopic:

(4.6) _Q ,PQ* -^ XfiX -U X.

Proof. Before proving the theorem, the definition of in needs to be given.

Recall the natural transformation e„: VCn+k<p —* Ck PV from §3. Define the

natural transformation e„: VCn+kp -* CkyPV to be e„ on VCn+ktPX and

the identity on VX A I.
For (i), in order to show that the diagram commutes, it suffices to check that

it commutes on the various pieces.

On V+kCn+k,pQ"X,

_keoh = Veo(V+k8%x-en+k)

= lk(e o X"fi"0* o X"fi"Q,pe ° _"§„) - (Vt o en+k)

(4.7) = V(8X o CktPe oe o_*i„) - (Ve°en+k)

= V(8^ o CktPe o e„) - (ek o VCk,pe o en)

= ho_k(Ckpeo£n).

Here we use the compatibility properties from (3.2)

(4.8) e o X"e„ = e„,    Ve oe„+k = ek o_kCktPe oe„.
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On X"+^fi"* A / ,

(4.9) Veoh = hoVe = h oV(CkyPe °e„).

In this case we use the fact that k > 1 (this is essential to the proof) and h

is the null-homotopy of id^x - id^*^ , where the first suspension coordinate is

used to subtract maps, so that h commutes with the evaluation. This completes

the proof of (i).
For (ii), on XCi ,P£IX,

eoh = eo(_8fx -ex)

(410) = (e o inex o XfiC0,Pe o Xe,) - (e ° e{)

= (e o e oXej) — (e ogi)

= (eoei)- (e OS,).

On XfiX A/, e oh is the usual null-homotopy (see (3.12)) of e - e .

Define a null-homotopy N: _CijP£lX A /+ —► X by the following formulas.

On XCi,PQ.X A1+ , for (u,[c, A]) £ Sx A Cx ,pfiX, let

,. in        ...     .    „,     j eoEx(2u(l-t),[c,X]) if«6[0,i];
(4.11) N,(u, [c, A]) = <

\eosx(2(l-u)(l-t),[c,A])   ifue[±,l].

On _QX A / A /+ , for (u, A, s) £ Sx A Q.X A I, let

M1„ ATi     .     ,     f e(2u(l - s - t), A) ifu£[0,{];
(4.12) Nt(u,A,s) = <

\ e(2(l - u)(l - s - t), A)   if U£[\, 1].

One can easily check that N is continuous and is indeed a null-homotopy of
eoh.    Q.E.D.

Using Theorem 4.1 we can make the following definition.

Definition 4.2. Let k > 0 and suppose (X, 8k) £ Ob^rjf . The map

(4.13) e:Pj}+kQ.nX ->PkX

is defined for k > 1 as the induced map on mapping cones from the diagram

of part (i) of Theorem 4.1, and for k = 0 as the composite mapping

(4.14) Pj}Q:nX^PxnX^X,

where the first map is the one induced by part (i) of Theorem 4.1 and the second

map is the one induced by the null-homotopy N from part (ii) of Theorem 4.1.

This definition clearly makes diagram (4.4) commutative. The next theorem

insures that this definition of e is also natural.

Theorem 4.3. Let t: Pj}+kQn -* Pk be the map from Definition 4.2. Then e is

a natural transformation of functors.

Proof. Suppose (X, 8X), (Y, 0[) e Ob^J* and let [/, F] be a morphism
from X to Y . Then it suffices to show that the following diagram commutes

in the category ^° (i.e. commutes up to homotopy):

Pj}+kCl"X—(-+PkX

(4.15) p"p*ka"f Pkpf

\
Pj}+kQ"Y—^PkY.
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This is first shown in the case that k > 1. In this case it will be shown that the

diagram above actually strictly commutes. In view of the commutative diagram

(4.5) of Theorem 4.1, the naturality of the maps e„ , V(CkyPe osn), and Ve ,

the definition of h , and the construction of Pj}+kQ.n and Pk on morphisms,

it suffices to show that the following diagram commutes:

V+kCn+ktpQ»X r^?)'1n+kClnY

(4-16) I*(Q,„£o£„) S*£

VCk,pX-^^VY.

Checking the definitions and using (3.2), one sees that

Ve o V+k(QnF), = Ve ° X"+/c(fi"Fr o Q"Ck<pe o §„)

(4.17) =lkFtolk(CkiPeoeoVen)

= IkFtoV(Ck,peoen).

This completes the proof in the case that k > 1.

Now suppose that k = 0. In this case the diagram in question is

PXp£lX^^X

(4.18) p}Qf f"
ppxaY—e-+Y.

Because e: Xfi —> 1 and the null-homotopy N from Theorem 4.1 (ii) are both

natural with respect to maps, the diagram above will commute up to homotopy

if we can show that the following diagram commutes:

-Ci^ClX-^+X

(4-19) fa, f"
XfiT-e-+ Y.

Checking the definitions, using the fact that in this case F, = f, and again using

(3.2), one sees that on XCi ,PQX,

e o (UF)t = e o X((fiF( o fie o e,) - (fi/ o sx))

(4-20) = (F,oeoe oXe,)-(/oe oe,)

= /o((eoei)-(eoe,))

= foe oh;

and on ZX A I,

(4.21) eo(fi», = eoXfi/o/2 = /oeo«.

This completes the proof.   Q.E.D.

We now turn to the definition of //: 1 -» fi"/*// . As was the case with e , n

is related to the usual natural transformation //: 1 -> fi"X" . The usual version
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of rj is defined as the adjoint of the identity X" —> X" . Thus our version of

n will be defined as the adjoint of i: V -» Pj}.  Of course, in order for //

to be a natural transformation of functors, the map X -?-* £lnPj}X must be a

morphism in the category %?pn for each (X, 8X) £ ObJ^" . Thus we must find

a (natural) homotopy

(4.22) <D: C„,PX A /+ - OTPfX

which makes (n, Q>) into an //^-function.

In order for (n, <I>) to be an //^-function, 0> must satisfy

(4 23) Q>0 = r]o8x,    4>, = dj?*** o Cn,pn,

0>,([l,x]) = /,(*)   VxeX.

Consider the adjoint situation; in this case

(4.24) ^:_HC„,PXM+^P;X

must satisfy

(425) &o = io_»ef,    ®i=ioen,

Q,(w, [l,x]) = i(w, x)   V(w,x)£Sn AX.

The identity <I>i = i o e„ follows from commutativity of the diagram

x"c„,„;v-e-^^-_«x-'-^PPnx

(4.26) vc„.pt, Vr,

x"c„ ,pnnPj}x —^ vnnPp*x —u. ppx.

The left square commutes since e„ is natural, and the right square commutes

since w is adjoint to i. Checking the definitions, one can see that eoe„oX"C„)P//
Q"P"X

is adjoint to 8„   "   oC„tPt].

Of course V8X and e„ are not homotopic in general; however, the point

of the construction of Pj}X is that (i o V8X) - (i o e„) = io(V8x -en) is

null-homotopic, so that / o X"0* and /' o e„ are homotopic. With a certain

amount of care, we can construct this homotopy in a natural way.

Lemma 4.4. For (X, 8X) £ Ob^" , there is a homotopy $: VC„,PX A 1+ —

PpX which satisfies the properties

(427) Oo = /°X"0;f,     d3,=/°e„,

*i(t»,[l »*]) = *'(«>»*)   V(w,x)eSnAX.

Proof. For a point (m, t/, [c, x]) € Sx A S"-x A C„,PX = VC„,PX, define a
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homotopy ¥: VC„ PX A 1+ -» Pj}X by the formula

(4.28)
' l.(&t,v,[c,x],2t-l)      if t £$,!], 4t<4-3u;

2. en(^±^ , v , [c, x]) ift£[±,l], 4-3u<4t;

%(u,v,[c,x]) = \ 3-(A.«.^.*» if^[0,I], 47<3-3M;
4. en(4-3u-4t, v, [c, x])   ift£[0,±],

3 - 3u < 4t < 6 - 6u;

. 5. e„(3w-2, v, [c, x]) ifte[0,%], 6 - 6u < 4t.

A picture representing ¥ is shown below. Noting that the horizontal direction is

u and the vertical direction is t, the labelled regions on the picture correspond

to the labels above, which are the following maps.

1: Coning off of io(V8x -en) within VC„tPX Ai.
2: The constant homotopy at ioe„ .
3: The constant homotopy at ioV8x.

4 and 5: The usual homotopy from the constant map to -(/' o e„) + (i o en).

/oe
s-->-

1     \ 2

,. __. ioO -ioe\    ioe
(4.29) ->-<      <   X    >-

\   4 \    5

3 N. \

ioe              x\i-)_-^

Thus 1*0 = i°V8x and *Fi = ioe„ . However, xl't(w ,[l,x])^ i(w, x) in

general, indeed the picture representing XP: VX A 1+ —> Pj}X is

i

"\->-

1 \- 2

(4.30) —h-x~'        \ '*-

\   4 \    5

3 \\

-->--^

Thus 4* satisfies the first two properties (4.27), but not the third. However,
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for all, t, the following diagram does commute up to homotopy:

vxc—^vc„,px

(4.31) i %

p;x^-+p;x.

It is not difficult to see that one can construct a natural homotopy W,: VX A

1+ —> Pj}X which makes this diagram commute.

Define W: VX A /+ A /+ -» PjjX by doing the following things. In the

top half (t > \) of the square above, the map in region 1 can be coned off

within VX A / A /+ c VCn,pX A /+ (using 5 as the cone parameter), and

region 2 can be stretched to occupy the entire upper half of the square. At

the t = j line (on the border of region 1), the coning off overlaps with the

null-homotopy i o h of i — i. Here the parameter u must be adjusted so that

the 2 vertices on the line t = j slide to the left as s increases, shrinking region

1. In the lower half of the square, region 4 shrinks by traversing backwards

along the suspension parameter u less and less as 5 increases. In region 3, the

suspension parameter is traversed less as 5 and t increase, so that when 5 = 1

and t = 5 it is not traversed at all. This corresponds to shrinking region 3 and

expanding region 5 as s increases. At intermediate values of s, for a fixed

t < j, the resulting horizontal slice consists of traversing forward part of the

way along the suspension parameter (region 3), then going backward for a short

time (region 4), and once again going forward to the end (region 5). The speeds

are adjusted so that at the end (5=1) the suspension parameter is traversed

exactly once in the bottom half of the square (through regions 3 and 5). At

an intermediate step (close to 5 = 1) the homotopy W is represented by the

following picture:

rn
(4.32) -^-->-

For each point (u, v, x) £ Sx ASn~x AX, WSJ satisfies the properties

WoJ(u,v,x) = x¥,(u,v,[l,x]);     WXj(u,v,x) = i(u,v,x);

Ws,o(u, v , x) = i(u, v , x);     Ws,\(u, v , x) = i(u, v , x).

If we can show (VC„tPX, VX) is an NDR-pair [St], then we can use the

homotopy extension property of cofibrations, along with the homotopies *P

and W, to obtain d> which satisfies the required properties. Now (VCn<pX,
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VCn<xX) is an NDR-pair by [Mas, Proposition 2.6]; therefore it suffices [Ma,

Lemma A.5] to show (VCn<xX,VX) is an NDR-pair. A retractile neigh-

borhood of X in Cn iX is obtained by taking all points [c, x] £ CnyXX for

which the «-cube c has a sufficiently large diameter (where diameter means

the minimum of the lengths of the edges of c).

Define a homotopy

(4.34) W: VX A /+ A /+ U VCn,pX A {0} A /+ U VC„iPX A 7+ A dl+ — Pj}X

to be W on Z"lA/+A/+! ¥ on X"C„,plA{0} A /+, the constant homotopy
at ioV8x on VC„,PX A 1+ A {0} , and the constant homotopy at i o e„ on

I"C„iPIA/+a{1}. This homotopy has an extension (which we also denote by

W) to all of VC„yPX A1+ A I+, and the restriction of W to I"C„,PIA{1}A/+

satisfies the properties required for <J>.   Q.E.D.

We can now make the following definition.

Definition 4.5. Let (X, 8X) £ ObXp" . The Xj* morphism

(4.35) n:X^QnP}}X

is defined as the class [n, <£], where // is adjoint to i, and <£ is adjoint to the

homotopy O from Lemma 4.4.

In order for r\ to be well defined, we must check that any choice of the

representation of (VCn,pX, VX) as an NDR-pair yields the same morphism

in Xp" . In other words, since 5>: VC„,PX A 1+ -» Pj}X was defined via the

homotopies *F and W using the homotopy extension property, we must check

that a different choice of the extension W yields the same morphism. Suppose

O' is obtained via a different extension W of_ W. Then <J> and O' fit into the

pictures in (4.36), which represent W and W as maps X"C„ PX A1+ A 1+ ->

P»X.

6, 6;
->-1 i->-1

(4.36) T" Ti ^i' ^i

I->-1 I->-1

Here the horizontal direction is t and the vertical direction is 5. Both squares

restricted to VX A 1+ A I+ give the homotopy W. We can form a cube from

these two squares by connecting the faces corresponding to *Pn, XVX , and *P,

by constant homotopies, and letting the cube restricted to VX A /+ A /+ A /+

represent the constant homotopy at W. Then we can again use the homotopy
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extension property to fill in the cube. In particular, the top face will yield an

equivalence of the //^-functions (//,G>) and (//,<!>') (i.e. satisfying (2.10) and

(2.11), where we take P to be the constant homotopy at //) as desired. Thus

n is indeed well defined.

Theorem 4.6. Let n: 1 —» Q.nPp be the map from Definition 4.5. Then r\ is a

natural transformation of functors.

Proof. Let (X, 8X), (Y, 8%) £ ObXpn and let [/, F] be a morphism from
X to Y. Then we must show that the following diagram is commutative in the
category Xp":

X—^Q."Pj}X

(4.37) / arp;;/

y—^Ufi"p;y.

The diagram is strictly commutative as a diagram of spaces; this is easy to see
by taking the adjoint diagram

1nX_J_^pnX

(4.38) Vf P"pf

X"r—u-p/y.

Thus the real content of the theorem is in showing that r\o f and fi"Pp"/ o rj

are equivalent as H}} -functions.

It is simpler to consider the adjoint situation. Let P:VX A 1+ —» Pj}Y he

the constant homotopy which is equal to i oVf = Pj}f o i. Now in view of

(2.10) and (2.11) it suffices to find a homotopy

(4.39) Q:VC„,PXAI+AI+^P^Y

which satisfy the properties

~     _(ioVF2s ifj€[0, J];

i'°"\d2i_1oX"C„>p/  ifj€[i,l];

fP"/ocp2,      if5 6[0,i];
(4.40) a,i = ^   P \ .,      .  2

\Pnpfoiozn    ifS£[\,l];

Qo,t = ioV(fo8x),    Qi,t = ioVfoen,

Qs,t(w, [l,x]) = ioVf(w,x)   Vw £ S" , x £ X.

In order to produce such a Q, we first produce a homotopy

(4.41) Q':VC„,PXAI+AI+^P^Y
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which satisfy the properties

~ (io_*F_ ifs£[0,\];

Qs'°     \v2s_xoVCn,pf   ifs€[±,l];

(4.42) ~      =(Pp"foV2s      ifse[0,±];

*•'     \f;/o/o£„    ifse[±,l];

QO;, = /oX"(/o0;f),     Q'Xj = ioVfoEn.

We can then use Q' to produce a suitable Q via a homotopy extension argu-
ment similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma 4.4.

Now Q's0 can be represented by the picture in (4.43). If the vertical direction

is s and the horizontal direction is u, then the labelled regions on the picture

correspond to the following maps.

1-5: The homotopy *Po C„tPf, where *F is the homotopy from the proof of

Lemma 4.4 (note i o en o VCn%pf = i o Vf oc,),

6: The homotopy ioVF from ioV(fo8x) to i°V(8]} o Cn,Pf).

■==—->-

->--^.    <^*K    >-

(4.43) ^^^^^^^^^^

->-

On the other hand, Q's l can be represented by the picture in (4.44), where

again the labelled regions represent the following maps.

1 and 5: The constant homotopy at / o e„ o X"C„jPf = i o Vf o e„ .

2: Coning off of i o (X"f7„y - e„) oVC„,pf within X"Cn>pTA/.

3: The homotopy /oX"F from ioV(fo8x) to i oV(8t oCn,pf).

4: The constant homotopy at -(/ o e„ o VC„,pf) = —(i o Vfoen).

6: The constant homotopy at ioV(f o8x).

1 and 8: The usual homotopy from the constant map to  -(i o Vf o e„) +

(ioVfoen).
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I-*-1

1

(4.44) ^—->-

The shaded region in the two pictures corresponds to the homotopy ioVF.

Define the homotopy Q'SJ by sliding the shaded region upward and the

region corresponding to *P downward simultaneously. This can be done without

disturbing either the top or bottom of the pictures.

The homotopy W from the proof of Lemma 4.4 can be used to construct

maps VCn,pX A /+ A /+ —> PjjY which are represented by the pictures

iO_'F *OlT„p/ qfoi p;/o/o£„
->->-1 I->->-1

(4.45)

ioVF            Tore,,,,/                            r?/o«F             r/o/oe„
I->-1->-1 I->-1->-1

Here the horizontal direction is 5 and the vertical direction is r. The left

half of the left square and the right half of the right square are just constant

homotopies; and the right half of the left square and the left half of the right

square come from Wr>s. The bottom of these two squares (r = 0) can be

connected by the homotopy Q's ,, the left sides (s = 0) by a constant homotopy

at i o V(f o 8X), and the right sides (s = 1) by a constant homotopy at

ioVfoe„ . By inspection, the interior of this cube restricted to VXAl+Al+Al+

can be filled in; i.e. the homotopy Q' is compatible with W from the proof of

Lemma 4.4. Furthermore, the cube can be filled in in such a way that the top

face (r = I) is constant at the map / o Vf: VX -» Pj}Y . By the homotopy

extension property, we can extend the map on the cube to VC„tPXAl+Al+Al+ ,

and the restriction to the top face (r = 1) gives the desired map Qs.i ■ Thus

there is a pair (P, Q) whose adjoint (P, Q) makes n ° f and £l"Pj}f ° n

equivalent as //^-functions.    Q.E.D.
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Theorem 4.7. Let (X, 8X) £ ObXpn . Then the composite

(4.46) PnpX -^U PjjQTPjjX -^L PjjX

is equal to the identity morphism in Xp .

Proof. On VX the composite ePp" o Pj}n is equal to the composite

(4.47) VX -^-X X"fi"X"Z -U VX,

which is (strictly) equal to the identity map.

On VC„tPX AI, one can trace through the definitions to see that the com-

posite ePj}oPj}n corresponds to the picture in (4.48), where the labelled regions

on the picture correspond to the following maps.

1 and 2: The usual homotopy from (i o en) - (i o e„) to the constant map.

3-7: The homotopy O of Lemma 4.4 from i o V8X to i o e„ .

8: The constant homotopy at -(/ o e„).

(4.48) k—^ — — —

I->-231-<-1

Now this map is homotopic to Pj} applied to the identity map of I. The

required homotopy is defined by shrinking the shaded region of the diagram,

so that the right-hand edge of regions 3 and 6 goes to the line u = 1 and the

left-hand edge of region 6 goes to the line u = \ (and t £ [0, j]). The end
of the homotopy has region 3 replacing the spot formerly held by 1 and 2, 5

replaces 3-7, and 6 replaces 8. Also, the suspension parameter u in region 6

must be adjusted so that at the end it is traversed completely for all t £ [0, 5]

(whereas in the beginning it is only traversed part of the way when t < |).

Strictly speaking, we should first construct this homotopy with O replaced by

*F from the proof of Lemma 4.4. Then by being careful about how the shrinking

of the shaded region is done (especially regions 4 and 7), we can construct this

homotopy to be compatible with the homotopy W from Lemma 4.4. And by

using a homotopy extension argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.6, we can

obtain a homotopy which has the property that, restricted to VX A I A I, it

stays constant at our usual null-homotopy h of id^x - id^nX in the region
t £ [0, 5]. Thus ePp" oPjjn is homotopic to Pj} applied to the identity map as

desired.   Q.E.D.
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Theorem 4.8. Let leOb^0. Then the composite

(4.49) WX -^U Q"Pj}Q"X -5X Q"X

is equal to the identity morphism in Xp" .

Proof. Consider the adjoint of fi"e o ^fi" , which is the composite

(4.50) VQ."X -^ Pj}Q."X -U X.

This composite is equal to e: X"fi"X —> X by diagram (4.4) (when k = 0).

Therefore the composite fi"e o nO." is equal to the identity map. Of course this

does not necessarily mean that fi"e o //fi" represents the identity morphism in

Xj" . We must study fi"e o t]Q" as an Hj}-function.

The structure of fi"e o //fi" as an //^-function is determined by the map

T: C„tPQ."X Al+ —► Q."X, where T is determined by the structures of fi"e and

//fi" as Hp -functions. For convenience, we consider the adjoint T: X"C„iPfi"X

A /+ —> X. Definitions 3.2 and 4.5, together with the definition (2.9) of the

composite of Hj} -functions tell us that the homotopy T corresponds to the

picture in (4.51), where the labelled regions on the picture correspond to the
following maps.

1, 3, and 4: The constant homotopy at e o s„ .

2: Coning off of (e oe„) - (e oe„) within VCn,p£TX Ai.

5 and 6: The usual homotopy from -(e o e„) + (e o e„) to the constant map.

I->-1

l

(4.51) ^—-►-

4 ^^C

Now it is not difficult to see that f is homotopic to a map which is the con-

stant homotopy at e o e„ . The required homotopy is defined by shrinking the

shaded regions, exactly as in the construction of the homotopy W of Lemma

4.4. This homotopy has the property that it leaves the top and bottom lines

above fixed throughout. Again, in order to really construct this homotopy prop-

erly, we must consider the picture in (4.51) as belonging to the version of //

that arises via ¥, rather than <P. Since this homotopy is compatible with W

in the region where / £ [0, j], we can get the actual homotopy that we want

by using a homotopy extension argument as in the proofs of Theorems 4.6 and

4.7. This shows that fi"e o ?/fi" does indeed represent the identity morphism

in Xp" , since the structure of the identity on fi"X as an //^-function is given

by the adjoint of the constant homotopy at e o e„ .   Q.E.D.
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Theorem 4.9. The functor P«: Xp" -» Xp° is left adjoint to Q.":Xp°^Xp".

Proof. This follows from Theorems 4.3, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, and standard category

theory.   Q.E.D.

5. The case n = oo

In this section we briefly discuss how the results in §§3 and 4 extend to the

case in which n = oo .

Let X S? denote the homotopy category of spectra. Then it is well known

that fi°° is a functor XS? -* Xp°° (on objects fi°° is the zero space of

the spectrum). The precise definition of fi°° is essentially the same as the

definition of fi" when n is finite. The left adjoint of fi°° will be a functor
Pp: Xp°° -X'S?.

In order to define Pp we use Theorem 4.9 in the following way. Sup-

pose (X, 0*) £ ObXp00. Then it is easy to see that it is also the case that

(X, 8X) £ ObXp" for every finite n, where 8X is the restriction of 0* to

Cn,pX. Thus for every finite n, n: X -* nn+lPj}+lX is an ///'-map which, by

Theorem 4.9, is adjoint to a map Pj}X -» fiFp"+1X. We can then define PPX

to be the spectrum whose A:th-space is lim Q."Pj}+kX. The definition of Pp on
n

morphisms is the obvious one. It is now completely formal that the analogues

of all of the results of §4 hold.
To relate this definition of PPX to our basic cofibration sequence, we have

the analogue of Proposition 3.7.

Proposition 5.1. For (X, 0*) e Ob^°°, let h: X^C^^X -» 2°°* be the
unique map making the diagram

E°°IC—-£0OC0O,pA'-i*s«>co0i/,A'

(5-1) r^-eoo h

*-** _*>X-*- X°°X

homotopy commute.Then there is a natural cofibration sequence

(5.2) X^Coo^X -^X™X -!->P9X MlSTC^^X.

From this we can conclude that h can be interpreted as a "generalized Kahn-

Priddy map" as follows. Let DPX = C00tPX/C00tP-XX . Given an Hj}°-space X

and q < p, define a map /,: V°DqX -» _°°X as the composite V°DqX «-»

H^CocpX -^ —°°X, where the first map arises from the Kahn-Snaith

splitting [CMT]

(5.3) X^Coo.pX-   \/   V°DQX.
\<q<P

Corollary 5.2. For (X, 0*) £ ObXp°°, there is a homotopy commutative dia-
gram
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^CoCpX^+VlK^p^Dq*

(5.4) h v/,
ii

vx-*■ _p°X.

When X = fi°°E, the maps fa were studied in [Ku2]. In particular, when

X = S°, fa: X00/)^0 -» X°°S° can be identified with the Kahn-Priddy map
^oo^poo _ 200501 so that p25o will be IPoc   rMhj (see Example yg),

We note for the next section that the discussion above gives an obvious map

(5.5) V"V°Pj}X ^PPX;

and it is not difficult to see that PpA' = lim V"Z°°Pp X. This gives us a natural

filtration of PPX,

(5.6) Z°°X -» VXV°PXX -»-► X-"X00/,;X -»-► PpX,

which is used to help interpret the calculation of H* (P2X; F2). This is the same

filtration that arises via the cofibration sequences (3.18) from the filtration

(5.7) .a—>CiipA—>•••—> Cn,pA—►•••—-►C00)pA,

where the maps above (except for the first one) arise via the inclusions / «-»

I2 <—> /3 • ■ • . Thus we deduce that, for 0 < k < n < 00, there are homotopy

equivalences of cofibers

(5.8) Pp"X/V~kPkX ~ X"+IC„,PX/Q>PX.

When p = 2, this last cofiber was identified in [Kul, Proposition 1.3.2].

Proposition 5.3. The sequence

(5.9) _kCk,2X^_kCn,2X-^Cn_k,2_kX

is homotopic to a cofibration sequence.

6. Cohomology

In this section we use the results of the previous sections to deduce informa-

tion about E*(X) and E*(Pj}X), where E* is a generalized cohomology theory

and X £ ObXp" .  Our strongest results come when we specialize to the case

E*(X) = H*(X; F2). In this case, H»(X; F2) admits Dyer-Lashof operations,

and, roughly put, we show that trivial Dyer-Lashof operations in Ht(X, F2)

imply nontrivial Steenrod operations in H*(P^X; F2) (and vice versa).

Let Eq be the space representing Eq(X), i.e. [X, Eq] = Eq(X), and let

0": Eq(X) -* Eq+"(VX) he the suspension isomorphism.

We first show that our adjunction results allow us to analyze when a map

/: X —> Eq , representing an element x £ Eq(X), admits the structure of an

Hj}-map (when X £ ObJ^"). Indeed, if X has fundamental cofibration se-

quence

(6.1) vcn,px -L VX -U P"pX -U v+xcn,px,
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then Theorem 4.9 shows that we have a natural bijection

(6.2) [X,Eq]^^Eq+"(Pp"X).

Furthermore, the forgetful map

(6.3) [X,Eq]^^[X,Eq],

which sends an H^-map [f, F] to the underlying map /, can be identified

with the composite

(6.4) Eq+"(Pj}X) -£U Eq+"(VX)   (CT"r'» Eq(X).

Thus we have the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. If x £ Eq(X) is represented by f: X —> Eq, then f can be given

the structure of an Hj}-map if and only if h*(x) = 0. Furthermore, the elements

of MorXp" whose underlying map is f are in 1-1 correspondence with elements

x £ Eq+"(Pj}X) for which i*(x) = o"x.

Similarly, for k < n, one can analyze when an //^-structure on a map

/: X —> Eq, corresponding to an element x £ Eq(X), can be extended to an

Hp -structure. As before, we are asking whether a given lift x £ Eq+k(PkX)

lifts further to Eq+"(Pj}X) under the map induced by V~kPkX -» Pj}X. As
observed in (5.8), the cofiber of this map is naturally homotopy equivalent to

V+xC„tpX/CkiPX. Thus we have the following theorem.

Theorem 6.2. If X £ Ob^" and x £ Eq(X) is represented by f: X -> Eq,

then the obstruction to a given Hk-structure on f extending to an Hj}-structure

is an element of Eq(CntPXICktPX).

Combined with Proposition 5.3, this theorem has the following corollary.

Corollary 6.3. If X £ ObX^ and x £ Eq(X) is represented by f: X -» Eq,

then the obstruction to a given Hk-structure on f extending to an H!j-structure

is an element of Eq+k(Cn_k2VX). In particular, the obstruction to a given

T/n1 -structure extending to an H^-structure is an element of Eq+l~"(X A X).

The last statement of Corollary 6.3 is a version of the main theorem of [SI 1],

where this obstruction is called the /z„_i-deviation, and denoted hn-X(f).

Now we turn our attention to H*(P^X; F2). When n = 1 , a theorem of

Thomas [Th] (see Appendix B) implies the following result for the usual Hopf

construction sequence. Thomas' result can also be used to prove Theorem 6.4,

since our map h agrees stably with the Hopf construction, but we given an inde-

pendent proof here, which uses Theorem 4.9, and will allow for generalization

to odd primes.

Theorem 6.4. Suppose X is an H-space, with basic cofibration sequence

(6.5) Z(XAX)^_X-^P2xxM_2(XAX).

Ifx£Hq+x(PxX;F2), then

(6.6) Sqq+Xx = j*(cr2(x®x)),

where i*x = ox defines x £ Hq(X; F2).
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Proof. Note that in the sequence above, we have identified _CX 12X with the

homotopy equivalent space T.(X A X).

We give the proof for the universal example, X = K(Z/2, q) and x = iq .

Let lq £ Hq+x(P2xK(Z/2, q); F2) be the unique class for which i*('iq) = oiq .

We first show that Sqq+Xlq ? 0. Let /: P2xK(Z/2, q) -+ K(Z/2,q + 1)
represent lq  and let E be the homotopy fiber of the map K(Z/2, q + 1)

Saq+]
——> K(Z/2,2q + 2). If we suppose that Sqq+liq = 0, then there is a lifting

f: PJK(Z/2,q) -» E of / whose adjoint (by Theorem 4.9) K(Z/2, q) -> fi£
makes K(Z/2, q) into a retract of fi£ in the category X2 . Now it is easy

to see that fi£ ~ K(Z/2, q) x K(Z/2, 2q). However, this splitting does not

hold in the category X2X . Indeed, in mod 2 homology, the square of the fun-

damental class of K(Z/2, q) is the fundamental class of K(Z/2, 2q). Thus
Sqq+xlq^0.

The fact that the square of the fundamental class of K(Z/2, q) is the fun-

damental class of K(Z/2, 2q) can be seen via the following argument. In

H*(E, F2), there is a unique nonzero q + 1 dimensional class, and the square

of this class is zero. Hence, as an algebra,

(6.7) H*(E,T2)=-A(x)®A,

where x is the q + 1 dimensional class, sx has bidegree (-1,^+1), and

A is a Hopf algebra. The E2 term of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence

converging (as a Hopf algebra) to the cohomology of Q.E is then isomorphic

as a coalgebra to

(6.8) r(sx)®ToT4(F2,F2),

where T() denotes a divided power coalgebra. Now because it lies in (external)

filtration degree -2, the element y2(sx) is a permanent cycle, and

(6.9) A(y2(sx)) = 1 ® y2(sx) + y2(sx) ® 1 + sx ® sx.

Now sx survives to be the fundamental class of 7v(Z/2, q); hence y2(sx)

survives since it is not primitive. Because its coproduct contains the term sx <8>

sx, the only possibility for y2(sx) is that it becomes the fundamental class of

K(Z/2, 2q). The desired conclusion then follows from the coproduct formula

(6.9).
Now since i*(Sqq+xiq) = Sqq+xoiq = 0, Sqq+Xiq must be in the image of

j*, and the only nonzero class of H2q+2(V(K(Z/2, q) A K(Z/2, q)); F2) is

o2(iq ® iq). Thus the results holds for K(Z/2, q).
For the general case, ox £ im/* implies that h*(x) = 0, and hence x is

representable by an 7/2'-map g: X —* K(Z/2, q) (whose structure as an H\-

map corresponds to the chosen class x) by Theorem 6.1. Then (P2g)*(Tq) = x ,

and hence (P2g)*(Sqq+xJq) = Sqq+Xx . The homotopy commutative diagram

PXX-^—^PxK(Z/2, q)

(6.10)

VCX,2X   Z-^  VCx,2K(Z/2,q)

then gives the desired result.     Q.E.D.
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We remark that Theorem 6.4 is actually somewhat weaker than Thomas's

original result, which gives a similar formula for all cup products, not just the

cup product square.

In order to give a generalization of Theorem 6.4 for all n, we need some

definitions and results concerning mod 2 Dyer-Lashof operations.

Definition 6.5. For every 1 < n < oo and any space X, let

(6.11) Qr: Hq(X;F2) -* H2q+r(Cn,2X;F2)

be defined as follows. If x £ Hq(X; F2) is represented by /: X -* K(Z/2, q),

let or(Qrx) be represented by the composite

XrC„ 2X —► VCoo 2X -A Cqo yVX
(6.12)

^^l Coo, 2VK(Z/2, q) - K(Z/2, 2q + 2r),

where the last map represents a generator in the lowest dimension for which the

graded vector space H*(C^y2VK(Z/2, q); F2) is nonzero.

The element Qrx is sometimes denoted er®x®x or er Jx in the literature.

We remark for future reference that when r > n above, the operation Qr is

trivial, since the composite of the first two maps in the definition above will

be null-homotopic by Proposition 5.3. One can think of Qr as a sort of "dual

external Dyer-Lashof operation", as we now make more precise.

Recall from [CLM] that H*(Cn,2X; F2) is additively generated by the image

of the map induced by inclusion H*(X; F2) <-> Ht(C„y2X; F2), together with
the external Dyer-Lashof operations

(6.13) Qr:Hq(X;F2)^H2q+r(Cnt2X;F2),        r<n-l,

and iterations of the external Browder and Pontryagin product operations. Both

the Browder and Pontryagin product operations are two-variable operations

(6.14) H.(X;F2)®H.(X; F2) - H,(C„y2X;F2).

Using the retraction e„: VCn<2X —» VX, we get a natural decomposition

(6.15) H*(CH,2X; F2) 2 H.(X; F2) ®Ht(C„,2X; F2),

where H»(C„2X; F2) has been identified with ker(e„)».

Lemma 6.6. For all v , w £ Ht(X; F2), the Dyer-Lashof, Browder, and Pontrya-

gin product operations applied to v and w are all contained in ker(e„)„.

Proof. The result is classical for Pontryagin products, and is closely related to
Theorem 4.1 (ii). The diagram

v+xcn,2x-*V+1Cn+it2X

(6.16) e„ e„+i
"

V+XX-*V+XX
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shows that all Browder operations are in ker(e„)«, as they are in the kernel of

the induced map //»(C„ 2X; F2) —> H*(Cn+x 2X; F2) from above (see [CLM,
111.1.2(1)]).

As for the Dyer-Lashof operations, the composite

(6.17) Hq(X; F2) -^ H2g+r(C„,2X; F2) -^ H2q+r(X; F2)

will be a natural positive-dimensional homology operation, and thus must be

identically zero.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 6.7. The external Dyer-Lashof Browder, and Pontryagin operations

can be viewed as taking values in //*(C„ _ 2X; F2).

The next proposition relates our external cohomology operations Qr to the

external homology operations, via the Kronecker pairing ( ,  ).

Proposition 6.8. Suppose x £ H*(X; F2) and v , w £ H*(X; F2). Then

<«.«> <&,. &.>-{*■•> %;'■

Furthermore the element Qrx paired with any Browder or Pontryagin product

operation yields zero, except when r = 0, in which case

(Q0x ,v*w) = (x,v)-(x,w),

where v * w denotes the Pontryagin product.

Proof. When r > 0, Qrx is in the kernel of the map H*(C„t2X;F2) -»

H*(CXi2X; F2) induced by inclusion. Thus the pairing of Qrx with any Pon-

tryagin product operation applied to (v , w) must be zero. Similarly, since Qrx

comes from the cohomology of C^^X, it must pair trivially with any Browder
operation.

Using the fact [CLM, (III 1.4)] that the Dyer-Lashof (homology) operations

commute appropriately with the evaluation maps ek: _kCn,2X —► C„_k,2VX,

the remaining formulas can be reduced to the specific case in which r = 0,

X = K(Z/2, q), and x is the fundamental class, where the conclusion is obvi-

ous.   Q.E.D.

If (X, 8X) £ Ob^", then the structure map 8X can be used to define

internal Dyer-Lashof operations in H»(X; F2), for r < n — 1,

(6.19) Qrv = (8x)t(Qrv).

Recalling the commutative diagram (3.19) from Proposition 3.7, Lemma 6.6

and Proposition 6.8 imply the next result.

Proposition 6.9. h*(Qrv) = Qrv. Thus if Qrx = h*(y) for some x,y £

H*(X; F2), then (x,v) = (y, Qrv) for all v£H*(X; F2).

We now return to our generalization of Theorem 6.4.   When n = 1  and

x £Hq(X; F2), Qo(x) = x®x £H2q(CXy2X; F2). Thus the following theorem

generalizes Theorem 6.4.
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Theorem 6.10. Suppose X £ Ob^" , with basic cofibration sequence

(6.20) VCn,2X -^ VX -U p»x -U V+xC„aX.

Ifx£Hq+n(P2"X;F2), then

(6.21) Sqq+"x = r(o"+x(Q„-Xx)),

where i*x = o"x defines x £ Hq(X; F2). In particular, if Sqq+"x = 0, then

there is an element y £ H2q+"~X(X; F2) satisfying (x, v) = (y, Qn-\v) for all

v£Hq(X;F2).

Proof. The proof is first given for the universal example X = K(Z/2, q) and

x = iq ; the universal example is then used to prove the theorem for general X.

The case in which n = 1 is proved in Theorem 6.4. Consider the case in

which n > 1. Theorem 4.1 implies that the following diagram commutes up to

homotopy:

P2"K(Z/2,q)        --U       V+xCn,2K(Z/2,q)

(6-22) y jtf^eo*,,.,)

PxK(Z/2,q + n-l) -^—* VCxaK(Z/2, q + n - 1).

Since the choices of iq and iq+n-\ are unique, one sees that e*(7?+„_i) = Tq ,

and hence e*(Sqq+"Jq+n-X) = Sqq+"lq. By the construction of our external

operations,

(6.23) (l2(Cx^oen_x)Y(o2(Qoiq+n^)) = o"+x(Qn-Xiq);

thus Theorem 6.4 implies

r(a"+1(Q„-l/?))=/o(X2(C1^2eoeV.)r(a2(Go^+n-i))

(6-24) =e*°/>2«k?+n->))

= e*(Sqq+"Tq+n_x)=Sqq+"Tq.

This completes the proof for the universal example.

For the general case, Theorem 6.1 implies that x corresponds to an H!}-

structure on a map /: X —» K(Z/2, q) representing x (note that if i*(x) = 0,

then x £ imj*, and Sqq+"x = 0 by the unstable condition). Now there is a

commutative diagram

vx-■-*P2X-i-^X"+1C„,2Z

(6-25) / p*f i"+,c„,2/
Y T

VK(Z/2, q)^+P2"K(Z/2, q)^+V+xCn<2K(Z/2, q).

By construction, fa(iq) = x, (P2"fY(lq) = x,and (Cn<2f)*(Qn-ii9) = Qn-\X,
and the result follows.   Q.E.D.

The following corollary is the stable version of Theorem 6.10. Recall from

(5.5) that there is a natural map V"_°°P2"X -* P2X for every x £ Ob^°° .
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The geometric filtration (5.6) yields an algebraic filtration of H*(P2X; F2), and

we define

(6.26) 7^+1 = ker{H*(P2X; F2) -» H* (Vk"L°° P^ X; F2}.

Corollary 6.11. Suppose X £ Ob^°° , with basic cofibration sequence

(6.27) V^C^^X -^V°X ^P2X ^U^C^^X.

Ifx£Hq(P2X;F2), then

(6.28) Sqq+"x = j*(o°c(Qn-ix)) modF"+x,

where i*x = o°°x defines x £ Hq(X;F2). In particular, if Sqq+"x = 0

mod/7"4"1, then there is an element y £ H2q+"~X(X; F2) satisfying (x, v) =

(v, Qn-iv) for all v£Hq(X;F2).

The Nishida relations [Ni, CLM] are formulas which relate the action of

Dyer-Lashof operations to the (adjoint) action of the Steenrod algebra on

H*(C„t2X; F2). The analogous formulas in cohomology are given in the next

proposition.

Proposition 6.12. The following formula holds for every x £ Hq(X;F2) and

every r > 0:

[k/2]  , _ ..

(6.29) SqkQrX = £   ?, _,/  G^^'x
i=o ^ '

When r = 0, the formula is true modulo elements dual to external Pontryagin

product elements.

Proof. It suffices to prove the formulas when X = K(Z/2, q) and x = iq,
where they are dual to the usual Nishida formulas.   Q.E.D.

7. Examples and further remarks

Example 7.1.   [Z/2, X]%,\ .

A pleasant example using our basic definitions arises by considering Z/2 as

a two-point H-space. By inspection of the definitions one sees that, for any

H-space X, the space of H\-functions H\(Zj2, X) can be identified with the

homotopy fiber of the H-space squaring map 2: X -> X. Thus there is an exact

sequence

(7.1) nx(X) -!» m(X) - [Z/2, A-]^, - n0(X) ± n0(X).

Also, if X = QY, then HX(Z/2,QY) = YRp2, so that [Z/2,QY]^ =

[RP2, Y], as predicted by Theorem 4.9.

Remark 7.2. The Miller spectral sequence and 7/^-maps.

If X is an infinite loop space with structure map 0^: Coo>00X —> X and

associated spectrum B°°X, and E* a generalized cohomology theory, there is a
spectral sequence for computing E*(BcoX) based on knowledge of E*(X) [Mi,

Ma]. In particular, the edge homomorphism corresponds to e*: E*(B<XX) —*
E*(X). Let Eq denote the qth space of the spectrum representing E*.
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Proposition 7.3. Suppose x £ Eq(X) = E°{'q  is represented by f: X —> Eq.

Then x lives to E2,q if and only if f admits an H£} -structure.

Proof,  f admits an //^-structure if and only if

x £ ker{h*:Eq(X) -> Eq(C00<00X)}

if and only if

x £ ker{(8ir - C: Eq(X) - Eq(C00,00X)}.

But by construction of the spectral sequence, dx = (0* )* - e^ .   Q.E.D.

Remark 7.4. The Kahn-Priddy theorem and 77^°-maps.
The generalized Kahn-Priddy theorem proved by the first author in [Ku2]

admits the following reinterpretation in our setting.

Theorem 7.5. Suppose f: X —> Y is a map between connected infinite loop

spaces, localized at a prime p. If f admits an H^-structure, then it admits an

H™-structure.

Proof. If y = fi°°E, then the adjoint of / is a map /: X°°X — E. / admits
an //^-structure if and only if / extends to PPX, and / admits an Hg}-

structure if and only if / extends to PooX. The Kahn-Priddy theorem of

[Ku2] (reinterpreted using Corollary 5.2) essentially shows that, localized at p,

there is a map s: X°°Coo,ooA —► X°°Coo,p^ making the diagram

X^Coo.oo*—^X°°X

(7.2)
J

X°°Coo,PA—h-+v°x

homotopy commute. Thus there is a map t: Poo^ -* PPX making the diagram

_°°X—^Poo^

(7.3)

_°°X—l-^PPX

commute.   Q.E.D.

The ordinary Kahn-Priddy theorem, in its "once delooped" version, is the

special case X = Sx.

Example 7.6.  P2S°.

Viewing 5° as Z/2 = K(Z/2, 0), and noting that C^S0 = RF£°, our
basic sequence takes the form

(7.4) X°°RP£° -*-» X00^0 -U P2S° M _°°_RP™.

There is a bottom class x £ H°(P2S°; F2) such that x = i*(x) is the nonzero

class in H°(S°; F2). It is easy to see that Qrx £ Hr(RP°°, F2) is the nonzero
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class for all r > 0, and thus Corollary 6.11 implies that Sq"x / 0 for all
«>0.

If we consider maps from Z/2 into fi^ QS° , then we obtain the following in-

teresting interpretation. The transfer 1I00RP^C —► X^S0 induces a monomor-

phism in negative degrees in stable cohomotopy, which means i*[P2S°, S~k] =

0. Thus by Theorem 4.9, there are no essential T/^-maps from Z/2 into

Qoog-k _ QkQso Given a nonzero element of x £ nf, consider it as a

map /: Z/2 -» £lkQS° . Let n be the largest integer such that there exists an

//^-structure F for /. By Corollary 6.3, the obstruction to extending F to an

//2"+1-structure is a nonzero element MF(x) £ [L°°(Z/2AZ/2), S~k-n] = %sn+k .

We have the following observation.

Proposition 7.7. The elements Mf(x), as F runs through all of the H2-struc-

tures for f, are the Mahowald root invariant elements associated to the homotopy

class x.

Proof. It is straightforward from the definitions after taking (-1) duals. Q.E.D.

We end this section with two examples of how one can use Theorem 6.10.

These results are easy and known, but we give them to illustrate the methods

developed in §6. For a deeper application of these methods, the reader can

consult [S12].

Example 7.8. The three sphere S3 is not homotopy commutative, i.e. is not an

object in X2.

Suppose S3 were an object of X22. Then one would have the sequence

(7.5) I2S3 -U P^S3 M _3C2t2S3 -*- X3S3.

By connectivity arguments, it is easy to see that H6(P^S3; F2) = ^(P^S3; F2)

= 0. For dimensional reasons, j*(o2(Qxx-f)) ^ 0 (where Xt, £ H3(S3; F2) is

the nonzero class), so that Sq5x^ ^ 0. But

(7.6) SVxj = Sq2Sq3x3 + Sq4Sqxx^ = 0

since Sq3Xy £ HS(P22S3; F2) and SqxXi £ H6(P22S3; F2). This contradiction

shows that S3 is not in X2 .

Example 7.9.  S3(3) is not an H2 -space.

The reader is invited to compare this with the same example in [Sll], except in

that case it is done from the point of view of obstruction theory and secondary

operations. Let 53(3) be the 3-connective cover of S3. This is an H-space

obtained by killing the generator of H3(S3; Z). The important thing to know

is that the mod 2 cohomology is given (as an algebra) by

(7.7) /r(S3(3);F2)^F2(x4)®A(x5),

where Sq' X4 = X5.

Suppose that 53(3) were an H2 -space. Then we would have the sequence

(7.8) X4S3(3) -U P24S3(3) -U X5C4,2S3(3) -^ X553(3).
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Since PHX3(S3(3); F2) = 0, the element o5(QiX5) is not in the image of h*.

Thus Theorem 6.10 implies

(7.9) Sq9x5 = j*(cr5(Q3X5))^0.

Using the Adem relation

(7.10) Sq9 = (Sq* + Sq4Sq4)Sqx + (Sq1 + Sq4Sq2Sqx)Sq2 ,

we need to check the possible values of Sqxx5 and Sq2x5. Clearly they go

to zero in H*(VS3(3); F2) under the map i* for dimensional reasons. Thus

they must be in the image of j*. Since the degrees of these elements are 10 and

11, respectively, and S3(3) is 3-connected, connectivity arguments show that

there are no nonzero classes in H*(L5C4t2S3(3); F2) which can map to these

elements. Therefore SqxXs and Sq2x~s are zero in H*(P2S3(3); F2). This is

a contradiction; thus it must be the case that 5'3(3) is not an H2-space.

Appendix A

In Corollary 3.8, we noted that for an H-space X with multiplication map
0: X x X —> X, the map h is the unique map making the diagram

E(lxl)-^I(IAI)

(A.l) ie-(7n+7i2) h

_X-^XX

homotopy commute.

In this appendix, we will define and characterize the Hopf construction H:

X * X —> _X in a similar manner. This characterization will lead to the fact

that the maps h and H agree up to homotopy after one suspension. We note

that the facts proved here about H are known, but we give complete details for

lack of an adequate reference.

Let s: _(X A Y) —> _(X x Y) be the unique map (up to homotopy) making

the diagram

X(Xx Y) —^—► l(XAY)

(A.2) -Lirny+I.id-I,ixnx    \s

I.(X x Y) -^—+ _(X x Y)

homotopy commute, where nx , ny '• X x Y —► X, Y are the projections and

ix, iy '■ X, y —► X x Y are the inclusions.

Definition A.l. Given a map 0: X x Y -> Z, let 77: _(X AY) ^ Z be the
composite X0 o s, where s is the map from diagram (A.2).

Recall that the (reduced) cone on X, denoted CX, is the quotient obtained

from XxI by collapsing the subspace Ix{l)U*xl to a point. The (reduced)

join X*Y is defined as the subspace (XxC+Y)uXxy(C-XxY) c C-XxC+Y,
where C-X and C+Y are the (reduced) cones on X and Y , respectively. Note

that the suspension XZ is homeomorphic to C_Z uz C+Z .
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Definition A.2. The Hopf construction on a map 0: X x Y —> Z is the map

7/(0): X*Y -► XZ which is defined via the two maps 77+: X x C+ Y -> C+Z
and 77_: C-X x Y -► C-Z given by

,A3x H+(x,(t,y)) = (t,8(x,y)),

1   ' j #-((', x),y) = (t,8(x,y)).

If we apply Definition A.2 to the identity X x Y -* X x Y, we get a map

//(id): X * y -» X(X x y). By inspection, the composite

(A.4) x * y -^U x(z x y) -^ _(x a y)

is a quotient map in which a subspace homeomorphic to C_.Y V C+Y has been

collapsed to a point. Thus the composite is a homotopy equivalence.

Definition A.3. Given 0: X x Y -> Z , let 77: X(X A y) -> XZ be defined as
the composite

(A.5) X(X A Y)   [noHmrl ■ Z*y^llZ.

Theorem A.4. G/'ven 0: X x Y -* Z, f/te maps //, 77: Z(Ar A y) -+ XZ aw
/jowotop/c.

Proof. It suffices by naturality to verify this for the universal example 0 =

id: X xY ^ X xY . In this case, H = s , and // = 77(id) o (jr o //(id))"1 . By

the characterization of 5 given in diagram (A.2), the statement that H ~ H

is easily seen to be equivalent to the commutativity (up to homotopy) of the

following diagram:

X*Y ^^-> X*Y

(A.6) ff(id) ff(id)

X(a x Y) -► _(X x Y).

Hence it suffices to show that (-IZiyTty + ^id-_ixJtx) ° H(id) — (c + Xid +c) o
//(id), where c: ~L(X x Y) —> X(A!" x y) sends all points to the basepoint.

For simplicity of notation, denote the composition (-_iY7iy+X id -_ixnx)°

//(id) by H. Then

' (l-4f, 0(x,y))eC_Z   ift£[0,\];

~,     „    .. (4t-l,8(x,y))£C+Z    ift£[\,x2];
H(x, (t, y)) = { ,   i

(3-4t,x)£C+Z iU£[\,\];

( " ' ( (4t-3,x)£C-Z iffe[|, 1];

~ f (l-2t,y)£C-Z   ift£[0,{-];
H((t, x),y) = < ,

1 (2t-l,y)eC+Z   ifre[i, 1]

for (x, (t,y))£XxC+Y and ((t, x), y) € C-X x y.
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Define a homotopy G: (X * Y) A1+ -> _(X x Y) by the formula

■ H(x(t,y)) ift£[0,{-];

G((x, (t,y)),s) = I H(x, (t-{-s,y))   if t £ [\ , 1] and 2t > l+s;

(A.8) {* ift£[{-,l]and2t<l+s;

GW,x).y),s) = ["«-s'x)'y)  Vf'-
1 * if t < S.

One can readily check that G is continuous and gives the desired homotopy

H _ (c + X id +c) o //(id).   Q.E.D.

The reader may have noticed that the homotopy analogous to G above will

fail to be continuous if we try to apply it to show

(-Vxitx + X id -liY7zY) o //(id) ~ (c + Xid +c) o //(id)

(i.e. switching the roles of X and Y). Of course this can be remedied if we

exchange X and Y in the definition of the join at the same time. Thus there

are actually two canonical choices (depending on how the join is defined) for

the Hopf construction.
Theorem A.4 and Corollary 3.8 together admit the following corollary.

Corollary A.5. For an H-space X, the maps Vh and _H are homotopic.

Proof. The maps in question are maps V(X Al)-t VX. Since addition of

maps out of a double suspension is commutative, the corollary follows eas-

ily from the characterizations of h and H in Corollary 3.8 and Theorem

A.4.    Q.E.D.

Recently, Arkowitz and Silberbush [AS] have completed a very interesting

systematic study of the various possible Hopf constructions. In particular, they

have shown that there are six distinct versions for the exceptional Lie group

F4 , resulting from all of the possible orders for adding the maps X0, -nx , and

-7t2.

Appendix B

In this appendix we give a short proof of a generalization (to any cohomology

theory with products) of Thomas' theorem (see Theorem 6.4) on the cup product

structure of the projective plane of an H-space.

As in Appendix A, suppose one is given a map 0: X x Y -» Z. Then

Definition A.2 gives a map H: X * Y —> XZ , and we define /: XZ -> P and
J: P -> IX A Xy by the pushout

X*Y-^XZ

/

(B.l) C-XxC+Y-*P

C-X JX AC+Y/Y -=-* P/_Z.
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The map J arises as the composite P —> P/_Z -=-> C-X/X A C+Y/Y -=->

XX A Xy . Also define Ix: IX -» P by XZ «-> X(X x y) -^ XZ -^ P, and

similarly, IY: Vi -* P .

Proposition B.l. The diagram

P-^XXAXy

(B-2) A IXAly
"

PAP—^PAP

homotopy commutes.

Before proving this, we note the consequences.   The following theorem is

immediate.

Theorem B.2. Let E* be a generalized (reduced) cohomology theory with prod-

ucts. Ifx,y£E*(P), then

(B.3) x^y = J*(Ix(x)xIr(y)).

Specializing to the H-space situation, we will have Ix = Iy = I ■ Thus we

obtain the following generalization of Thomas' theorem.

Theorem B.3. Let x £ Ei+x(P2X) and y £ Ei+x(P2X) define elements x £
El(X) and y £ EJ(X) by I*(x) = ox and I*(y) = oy. Then

(B.4) x^y = (-l)'J*(o2(xxy)).

Note that in combination with Corollary A. 5, the case x = y above special-

izes to Theorem 6.4 when E* = H*( ; F2).

Proof of Proposition B. 1. It is convenient to recall the definitions via the follow-

ing diagram

X x Y-^Z

II \ ii n.

C-XxY—-N--*C-Z        X.

Xx xc+y   n —^c+z
I \

X*Y-^XZ

/

C-X x C+Y-*-P

(C-X x C+Y)/X*Y—^*P/_Z.

Recall that the composite
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(B.6) P -» P/XZ ^- (C-XxC+Y)/X*Y ^* C-X/XaC+Y/Y -=♦ _XA_Y

yields the map J . As result of the definitions we have the following commuta-

tive diagram:

P-*P/IZ-=-^XXAXy

(B.7) A A
I

PAP -£-•-P/C+Z A P/C-Z ^-C-XIX A C+YjY.

Thus it suffices to verify that the composite

(B.8) _X -=♦ C_X/X -» P/C+Z ^- P

is homotopic to Ix , and similarly for Iy .
To show this, we note that the constructions are natural.  By applying the

definitions to

X x *->-Z

(B.9)
ii

Xx Y-^-^Z

we obtain, up to homotopy

X     6x   >Z

"      \  H '      \
C-X^Xc-Z \

(B.10) \       XA^C+Z

C-X—^xz

'I

c_x—^xz.

Therefore the composite

(B.l 1) _X ^+ C_X/X - J.Z/C+Z £- XZ

is homotopic to _8x . Then, by naturality, the composite (B.8) is homotopic to

(B.12) XX-^UXZ-^P,

which is Ix by definition. The proof for Iy is similar.   Q.E.D.
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